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Rwamgasa is one of the 40 wards of the Geita district Most of the young people were
predominantly engaging in extractive practices as their major source of income. but
through the project, youth were mobilized, and guided in economic resource mapping in
their localities, assessed their aspirations, and finally trained on SDG 8: Decent Work and
economic growth, and SDG 13: Climate Action. 

Through these pieces of training, the youth realized how harmful mining practices are to
the environment. They started a green promotion campaign by creating climate-smart
projects one of which is a beekeeping project earlier this year.

After six (6) months of implementation, the youth are now harvesting. They're very
proud of the progress they have made in decent work and climate action as
approximately 100kgs of honey have been harvested in June.

BEE-KEEPING

Currently the project is linking the youth
with the Small Industries Development
Organization (SIDO -the government
agency responsible for developing the
small industries sector in Tanzania) for
technical skills support in honey
processing and packaging.
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“It wasn’t easy to quit mining practices, most of us
only relied on gold. But now we can see so many
opportunities, opportunities that are sustainable

and decent; beekeeping is a live example.
   Isack Joshua, Youth leader.

 



In celebrating International Day of The African
Child VSO (CLARITY Project) in collaboration with
Geita Town Council, Geita Police Gender Desk
and other stakeholders, organized 19 community  
dialogue sessions/programs and schools events
engaging 6,915 community members and school
students advocating for child rights. 

School dialogues focused on raising
awareness about Gender Based Violence to
children (root causes, negative impacts, ways
of reporting, importance of reporting cases
and at the end resolutions were set on how
to reduce incidences of all harmful practices
affecting children). The school dialogue
sessions were attended by students, teachers
and facilitated by the Community
Development Officers, CLARITY project Team
under Social Inclusion & Gender Department
and Police Gender Desk.
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“The rights of the child in the digital environment"

2023 
  Theme

DAY OF THE AFRICAN CHILD 2023



In Geita Tanzania, International Day of the African Child celebration took
place at Nyankumbu Secondary School. The event was officiated by the
District Council from Geita TC, Hon. Cornel Magembe. 

Different activities were conducted as part of children/students engagement
i.e raising awareness sessions about Gender Based Violence to children ,
kids parliament, football competitions for children living with disability,
solidarity messages from stakeholders, poems, songs, and other various
entertainments. During the event, the project was awarded a certificate of
appreciation for the extensive work on reducing GBV in the community. 
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Using the Buhemba ward in Butiama as an
illustration, community leader Tabu Raja was
crucial in helping the GBV survivors. A male
parent wanted his daughter, who was in
Standard Four, to get married. Recently, in
Buhemba Ward, they were able to stop the
child marriage by coordination with other
community leaders and LGAs. As Tabu is well-
known in the neighborhood, the other
concerned children approached her to report
the case. Tabu then went straight to the police,
where the parents were apprehended, and
their case is currently being handled

Communities and GBV survivors received support from the Regional Gender
Desk and Gender Champions. Raising community understanding of social
inclusion and gender has been a top priority for the Gender Desk Champions.
The communities have become more aware of gender-based violence as a
result of these programs, whether they are one-on-one or in groups, and as a
result, more occurrences of GBV are reported, and community members are
assisting survivors of GBV in obtaining rights and justice.  

GENDER BASED VIOLENCE

20 cases of GBV were reported during the
reporting period to the Gender Desk in Geita
and Mara. These cases were either forwarded
to the court and non-judicial systems to
ensure that they receive justice; 15 cases are
still pending while 5 cases have already been
resolved. The majority of cases involve land
conflicts and intimate and domestic abuse.
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Perfomances, Radio Drama

INTERACTIVE
THEATRE

The main problem arises when miners invest a lot of money but
don't get any return, at which point they opt to cease mining and
abandon pits. Even though miners are obligated to preserve the
property, government officials confirmed the presence of
dangerous unused pits. 
However, artisanal, and small-scale miners do not maintain the
land after learning that the area in which they invested has little
or no mineral wealth.
Gender-based violence incidences were among the other
problems that surfaced, and cases of survivors of SGBV were
referred to gender-based officers, social welfare officials, gender
desks, and CSOs so they could receive assistance.

Different important government and CSO participants were
invited to take part in live media sessions with communities
that sought clarity and support on issues presented after
each radio production. The existence of pits that endanger
people and cattle was one of the most pressing issues that
the community brought up during the airing of radio
dramas. Miners stated that prior to the start of mineral
exploration, they typically meet the government's
requirements. 

Geita & Mara

Through recorded drama, the interactive theatre groups
were primarily involved in media engagement sessions.
The content of these sessions was Ending child labor,
preventing gender-based violence against young
vulnerable women, and mitigating the effects of leftover
pits (halls) from mining operations in the Mara and Geita
regions.
Two radio stations, Rubondo FM in the Geita region and
SACHITA FM in the Mara region, were chosen to broadcast
recorded drama. SACHITA FM broadcast four dramas and
Rubondo FM broadcast five recorded live dramas radio
sessions that focused on the battle against child labor. 
 During the launch of the Day of the African Child and
International Women Day, twelve radio program sessions
totaled 16,477,677 listeners in two regional and reached
(female 9,572,982 and male 6,903,848).**
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Policy briefs

Policy & Governance

The CLARITY project, among
other actors, tirelessly called for
enactment of these regulations,
therefore the project applauds
the response by the
government, and it pledges
continued advocacy for the
policy reforms to enhance
sustainable management of the
mining industry.

The CLARITY project has, among other things, analyzed the
mining sectors governing polices including the mineral policy,
the environmental policy and their respective legislations. The
analysis resulted in the identification of key policy issues and
publication, and determination of policy briefs calling for policy
reforms.
For the past 18 months, the project has worked to lob and
advocate policy reforms geared at establishing a precise
framework to govern implementation of community
development projects funded by mining companies as part of
Cooperate Social Responsibility (CSR). 
For instance, on the 23rd June, 2023, project officers made a
good use of the media platforms, particularly Star TV and
Radio Free Africa to call for an enactment of CSR Regulations
that would bring certainty in implementing CSR projects. 
On the same day, the Ministry of Minerals via the government
notice (No.) 409 gazetted the Mining (Corporate Social
Responsibility) of 2023. 

GEITA & MARA Regions
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TV show Policy Brief communication 

Policy brief community communication in Butiama



BUSSINESS FORUM

The project has continued working with SMEs to further unlock their
potentials. For instance, in April 2023, the project offered advisory
services to SMEs and linked them with new markets. New business
contracts for 5 SMEs have obtained with medium scale markets, thereby
increasing the job creation, sales, and profits by 50%. Two Empowerment
groups were linked to SIDO, while one was linked to the banks for small
fund.
Advisory continues to support the SMEs to get response. On decent work,
we applaud the advisory services, as now SMEs sign official employment
contracts and offer PPE (aprons, boots, masks, gloves) to their employees.
Social dialogues between the employee and employer have also
increased good working relationships, transparency, ultimately resolving
many pending grievances. 
Furthermore, the project continued to champion the decent work by
capacitating SMEs.
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 12 Number of social media stories 

SOCIAL MEDIA
01

16 Stories were in Radio

RADIO PROGRAMS
02

3 Stories were in Television

TELEVISION PROGRAMS
03

PRINT MEDIA
04 11 Stories were in Print

MEDIA
ENGAGEMENTS
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With 67 aired Editorial contents, The content reached an estimated
16,477,677 media listeners, representing 47.8% percent of all media users
national wide. 

The Male demographic constituted more than half of the 16.4 million
people reached, accounting for 58.1 percent of listeners (aged 15 and
above). Female made up 41.9 percent of all listeners.

 The broadcasted contents reached more male listeners than female
listeners by 16.2%. The age group 25-30 led with 27.3% percent of the total
reach of 16.4 million, followed by the age groups 31-49, 15-24 and 50+ with
27 percent, 23.8 percent and 21.9 percent respectively. 

This is owing to the nature of the fan base of the contracted media', which
generally attract the age group 18-49.
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 Ngassa’s village receives two rain seasons per year which made
most of the people to engage in Agriculture as their main
source of income and food. Like other Bigegu villagers, Ngassa
grows maize, beans, millet, and sweet potatoes for both
commercial and domestic use.

SUCCESS STORY

Ngassa’s village has been facing food insecurity each year due to multiple and
complex factors such as climate change, high price of fertilizers and
pesticides, lack of quality seeds and low food preservation mechanisms.
Bigegu village receives many people due to ongoing mining activities and
businesspeople who buy tons of maize, potatoes and beans which leave
Bigegu with low food surplus and put them at a risk of food price inflation or
even hunger. Unproductive land due to intensive use of chemical fertilizers
and diseases are pressing issues.

VSO through the CLARITY project empowered Ngassa and his agency
to understand their economic rights and entitlement, and safe
mechanisms to claim them, build their confidence to voice-up and hold
duty-bearers to account, roles and responsibilities in the community and
leadership competencies to lead climate-smart interventions. Ngassa
reached out to village extension officer for technical support on how
effective to prepare and use organic manure and where to collect
quality seeds
Ngassa has inspired other community networks and groups to store
food using indigenous mechanisms and raise awareness on food
security. 

Ngassa is a passionate
leader of persons with
disabilities agency at
Bigegu village found in
Bunda rural district
council.

NGASSA  MAGEMBE

“I was surprised to hear about environmentally-friend
agriculture and how effective organic manures are, I and
my group members decided to put an action towards it
and use the connection we had to our village extension
officer to demand technical guidance on how to apply
organic manure” Ngassa
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SUCCESS STORY

M G A Y A  M A I S A  M A S W I  

Getting a BARCODES my products has
led to a wide field to distribute my
products to supermarkets in Nyamongo
and even outside of Nyamongo, I
appreciate very much because CLARITY
have shown me the right way to do my
business with great freedom. 
Through CLARITY they have been able
to bring TBS Officials from time to time
to advise me on the best way to run my
small factory where I now have an area
of approximately four rooms and the
area has considered the requirements
of the Production Flow as suggested by
TBS and I am currently in the final
stages of Completion of Product
Quality Mark.

My name is Mgaya Maisa Maswi Nyada Traders SME,
before I started my small factory Nyada were Started as a
group of 15 people we did not perform well because we
were very dependent on each other to work.
I got the idea to start my own business and separate from
the group and start soap production at my home. Later, I
planned to start my own small factory because I had
attended training in soap production from SIDO.

That's where the idea of a small NYADA Traders Small
factory started by making different types of soaps and
body oils. I started production in One Room, and I saw that
I was doing very well in my daily activities because I have
been working very hard.
In 2021, the CLARITY project visited me on my activities
and that's when my successful business journey began. We
were many entrepreneurs who were registered in the Basic
Entrepreneurship Training and I’m happy to be one among
them selected for it, luckily, I was one of the few
entrepreneurs who were selected and recruited for
project implementation. 

The CLARITY project taught me a good way to do business

by following the official system and considering the best

practices from production to selling my product, I have

learned many types of topics such as Record Keeping,

Business Formalization, Business Accounts, Production and

Workplace Safety, Administration and Employment and

many others that are very key in my Business , so I started

by formalizing my Business  through BRELA, I formalized

myself in the Tax Compliances  System and Business

License, I managed to register about six (6) of my products

with the Product Identification mark (BARCODE) where

previously The costs were high, but through the CLARITY

project, they connected me with GS1 through the training

they had prepared as a project,  I managed to register at a

cost of more than half of the actual cost.

The CLARITY project has taught me how

to keep records of my business income

and expenses, they have taught me to

recognize the costs of production and

profit because in the past I used to buy

raw materials, I don't write them down

anywhere, it became difficult for me to

know how much I have spent to buy raw

materials and how much the profit is and I

was doing business at a loss very big, I

don't get profit and I don't protect the

capital either.

I have had the opportunity to be invited to

various trainings such as workplace safety

training and experience sharing training for

entrepreneurs in Butiama and Bunda

districts. I get all those opportunities

because of the CLARITY project, and I am

very grateful.

"Right now, I'm looking for my own markets and I'm doing business through the official

system, even when authorities like TRA, TBS visit my factory, I'm happy because I don't

have any contraband and I'm aware that they're coming to build me up" Mgaya Maisa
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SUCCESS STORY

Penina Mgongo Mwesa 
The CLARITY project has been very instrumental in supporting the communities
with legal aid case management, mostly handled by the paralegals who have
been trained on how to offer legal advice, counselling and referral on cases that
need further assistance. During an interview with the paralegal and gender-based
violence survivor in Buswege village in Butiama, it was noted that there is a
significant change in behaviors and attitude towards Gender Based Violence
(GBV) in the community. 
Penina Mgongo Mwesa is 32 years old, married with a family of five children.,
However, she had been in an abusive marriage for a very long time before
seeking legal counsel. Speaking to Penina, she narrated that she was in a very
abusive marriage. 
“My husband was unable to care for the family at home; he would wait for me to
find food for the kids to eat before bringing food, and when he gets home, he
would expect to find food for him to eat.” Said Penina. 

She mentioned that the abuse went on for a while, “I remember at one time as he was returning home, I asked him
for some household supplies, everything turned sour, he beat me severely and chased me from the house. This
happened when I was expecting a baby”.
One day, a Paralegal visited Penina’s village in Buswege Village neighborhood in Butiama. Mrs. Hesha Kisibo gave
the couple advice and urged the husband to stop abusing his wife while she was pregnant. 
This was very helpful because ever since, because of her advice and the paralegal education received, the husband
has stopped abusing the wife, his attitude towards his wife and family has changed positively. 
 Penina was all smiles as she said, “Currently, there is complete harmony at home; we don't dispute, and unlike in
the past, he is now very supportive and at least leaves money for us to use. We are happy, these children are also
happy.”

 “When I arrived to deal with this family's
issues for the first time, I was informed that
there was a significant hurdle. The man
agreed to quit hitting his wife while she was
pregnant and to take care of the family
when I got them all together to discuss the
issue. Everyone spoke exactly as he had
described it to me when we were alone,”
explained Hesha Kisibo Paralegal from
Buswege Village.

Hesha appreciates the CLARITY project as the paralegals are now able to offer relevant
advice, counseling and referrals which greatly aids in resolving family issues here in the
village. “We also notice that there have been changes; previously, people used to
resolve family issues even if the daughter had been brutally subjected to acts of
violence; the family stayed and found a solution, but not everything has been
successful. We have noticed that is also power in using the legal aid approach to resolve
issues in the communities,” said Hesha Kisibo.
There are numerous issues existing in the area, most notably sexual assault against local
women and polygamous unions that force many men to migrate away from their wives
and children and marry foreign women. so that they are aware of the consequences of
both polygamy and sexual violence.
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Written & Designed by
Tupokigwe Yusuph Ambwene
(Communication Specialist)

"Geita ya Dhahabu, Utajiri na Heshima"

| Websites |
www.eeas.europa.eu/delegations/tanzania

www.vsointernational.org | www.leat.or.tz
 | www.twcc-tz.org 

APPRECIATION
Geita Regional Commissioner Hon. Martine Shigela

 
Government Officials, SIDO and all of our Stakeholders, Companies, 

 
Community Leaders, CSOs, Paralegals, GBV Champions, Media,

 
All of our Primary Actors, Volunteers and CLARITY team.
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